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Abstract: Early 20th century urban expansion developed alongside media technologies to aid communication across increasingly differentiated and divided social groupings. Early sociologists maintained that this technology was problematic in relation to the potential for social solidarity and broad citizen political participation. This paper extends these early ideas in relation to the synoptic city: a component of neoliberal statecraft generating its own media infrastructure, imaginaries and messaging pertaining to the ideal city and the right to the city. In this paper, is argued that synoptic power is conjoined with a culture of entrepreneurialism attempting to confer legitimacy on the latter in emotional, sensual and value-specific terms. Synoptic technologies attempt to cultivate common experiences ‘for the many’ but are in fact produced by ‘the few’, with the possible danger of generating highly scripted views of entrepreneurial space and ‘place’ through celebratory animation and strategic silencing. 
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The Synoptic City: State, ‘Place’ and Power


Introduction 

‘Every society holds images of its own nature – in particular, images and slogans that justify its systems of power and the ways of the powerful’ (Mills, 1970: 92)

A casual exploration of contemporary cities in the UK reveals the proliferation of public screens, social media sites and branded sloganeering that speak of a political and economic boosterism in the city. The entrepreneurial city assumes marketing, branding and corporatized state infrastructure as the best way to deliver ‘public services’. This has emphasized ‘flexibility’ in institution building and the conferring of responsibility to local elites to positively market and represent ‘place’. These ideas have inaugurated ‘new’ elite orthodoxies that speak of cultural ‘distinctiveness’, economic ‘competitiveness’ and ‘responsible’ management of public services as desirable features in alluring the tourist, consumer or investor. These themes are reflected in state-crafted media messaging that proliferate through infrastructure distributed throughout the city: televisual, digital, screen messaging, spectacular and textual communiques. In this paper, I explore this infrastructure as a vehicle for synoptic power: that is, powerful state networks concerned with generating urban imaginaries created to be viewed as widely as possible. In doing this the paper develops Mathiesen’s notion of ‘the viewer society’: a synoptic enclosure in which millions of people are, at the same, time compelled to view specified events, people and spaces in complex modern societies (Mathiesen, 1997). This paper will extend Mathiesen’s insights, particularly with focus on the emotional dynamics of synoptic practice, statecraft and entrepreneurial or neoliberal city building. The paper, therefore, explores the synoptic city, its infrastructural form and affective communiques that speak to a preferred meaning of an urbanism befitting entrepreneurial values.   

Typical dictionary definitions refer to the synoptic as ‘taking the same or common point of view’ and, in what follows, the synoptic city is understood as a city viewed and rendered legible for the many via mediation technologies established and made meaningful by the few (local elites, business leaders and state leaders). Synoptic infrastructure is currently expanding its sites of practice. It attempts to relay ‘shared understandings’ of urban state power and utility in ‘new’ urban spaces. But what are the preferred messages being communicated for urban dwellers, visitors and potential investors? What kind of institutions and interests are at work here and what kinds of urban imaginaries are promoted? This paper will attempt to answer such questions in relation to a case study of synoptic practice in Liverpool in the United Kingdom [UK]. Synoptic viewing, then, implicates certain ways of experiencing, feeling or engaging with contemporary cities and in doing so reflect and reinforce certain forms of urban power relations – at least as they are imagined by urban elites. This papers contribution is to explore the viewer society in its urban form, with emphasis on the production of imagery, screens, objects, and texts intended as sensed and sensual forms that permeate urban infrastructure. Unlike earlier concerns with urban viewing and mediated communication, this paper situates the latter within what I call state animation projects. Its focus is on the perception among local state elites that cultivating an imagined city and heightened bodily sensations is essential to giving city a competitive edge in strugglers for resources in a global investment, consumption and tourist network. The paper draws upon official text and image based material gathered by the author including interviews with state personal published in previous work (see Coleman, 2004; 2009). 

Sensing the City: States, Synoptic Zones and Pacification   

To begin, it is important to explain what this paper means by synoptic power. Doing this brings together hitherto unconnected conceptual understandings of emotion, imagery and state power. I view synoptic viewing as tied to the facilitation of contemporary statecraft and its legitimation: it re-imagines relationships between citizen and state. Entrepreneurial city building has intensified the ascendancy of this aspect of urban rule via the ‘experience economy’. Such an economy has been defined “as a means of transforming the dominant political imaginaries on which basis people understand the limits and possibilities of the urban experience” (Brenner and Theodore, 2005: 106). Reconstituted statecraft (entrepreneurial, neoliberal or partnership – see Jessop, 2008; Brenner and Theodore, 2005; Coleman, 2004) have not only redefined the citizen-as-consumer and/or the self-responsibilized freely choosing subject, but have at the same time developed, borrowing Linke’s phrase (2006), novel zones of contact between state and citizen. This paper wants to show how contact zones are implicated in attempts to cultivate positive emotions, passions, identifications and loyalties towards aspects of urban development and state practice. It also wants to highlight how contact zones attempt to educate entrepreneurial subjectivity through “everyday zones of contact between embodied subjects and the political state apparatus” (Linke, 2006: 208). Here, discursive and visceral synoptic platforms play an important role in a developing infrastructure of neoliberal urbanism.  
  
The dissemination of imagery and the viewing of spectacular events has always featured in the modern city and early sociology characterized such developments negatively because these were associated with speeded-up, monetized, distant and competitive urban living arrangements that undermined more empathetic social bonding. Wirth, for example, wanted to see a role for electronic messaging systems that promoted more harmonious urban social relations. Like Robert Park, Wirth hoped that an urban media might produce imagery that connects morally distant inhabitants, helping them forge “common interests” and forms of meaningful urban participation that ruled out “catering to thrills and furnishing means of escape from drudgery” (1995: 78). However, writing in the 1930’s, Wirth became disenchanted with advancing urban communication technologies, such as local news print and advertising. He identified a narrowing of interests that came to underpin such communication: they undermined “spontaneity” and the ability to enact “self-government”. The problem for Wirth was the creation of mediated urban spectacles, producing “passive spectatorisim on the one hand” and “sensational record-smashing feats on the other” (Wirth, 1995: 78). Mediating technologies work to undermine progressive forms of sociality: they work more as a means by which “the masses of men (sic) in the city are subject to manipulation by symbols and stereotypes managed by individuals working from afar or operating invisibly behind the scenes” (ibid: 79: emphasis added).  Urban communication technology was identified by Wirth as a facet of social manipulation representing sectional interests and negating social inclusiveness. His concern, like that of Georg Simmel, was that modern communications media would potentially reinforce competitive materialism and undermine sympathy and compassion. The ownership and uses of such communicative means was problematized in his writings in terms of their avowed ability to represent and cultivate common interests above and beyond the dictates of commercialization, “cheap thrills” and surface phenomena.  

Wirth was one of the first to draw attention to what this paper is calling urban synoptic power. By the middle of the 20th century, and in similar vein, Mills identified one of the central problems of modern capitalist societies in the growth of its vast cultural apparatus. This apparatus represented a ubiquitous and popular mode of seeing (or visually understanding) across complex and divided societies and, for Mills, generated what he called “fascinated receptivity” among the citizenry who become increasingly reliant and subject to an enlarged process of cultural mediation. For him, this construction of ‘popular culture’ was the attempted orchestration of public attention and that this “is not tagged as propaganda but as entertainment”. In part, such cultural messages generate “easy targets of identification” and “easy answers to stereotyped personal problems” (Mills 1951: 336). Mill’s intention was to explore this cultural apparatus and its role in the exercise and legitimation of state-corporate power. 

In their own ways, Wirth, Mills and Mathiesen warn of the power of enhanced mediated communication and its role in diminishing both public debate and understanding. As Mills himself noted (without using the term synoptic) this apparatus has a particular role in mediating the viewing of high status individuals to a receptive public. He referred to this as “the erotic”, the “mysterious”’ and the “sonorous” (op cit.1951: 336).  Such “mechanically vivified experience” (1951: 329) was to become an increasingly normalized feature of advanced societies and something Mills wanted to explore but for his untimely death.              

For early sociologists, the city and its mass viewing apparatus codified commercially interested messaging. Democracy itself was thought to be threatened as powerful cultural infrastructure attempted to nurture passivity to processes of consumption in which “the souls of overpowered men” (sic) are “made completely private and blasé” (Mills, 1951: 329).  What is usually overlooked by contemporary sociologists who draw on this earlier literature is its concern with the manipulation and the preordination of experience and emotionality or, what Mestrovic calls, “the postemotional society” or “the postemotional bully” (2015). Furthermore, the question of how emotion (or its theatrical staging) becomes a site in furthering capitalist accumulation strategies and the legitimacy of state violence are crucial areas to explore by those interested in urban governance. My earlier work implied that emotional governance is integral to the large-scale attempts to theme cities along with a localized theatricality of space (Coleman, 2005). To reiterate: the experiential and the emotional are central to urban governance and its synoptic as authorized components of statecraft.  
	
Situating Synoptic Power, the State and the City

The work of Thomas Mathiesen (1997) is one of the few examples to take this early sociology seriously. He observed that contemporary society was ordered not merely through Foucauldian panoptic power (the few observing the many) but also through an “overlooked an[d] opposite process of great significance which has occurred simultaneously and at an equally accelerated rate” (1997: 215). He termed this synoptic power or the “viewer society”. Here, the growth of the mass media, digital and internet based forms of communication have transformed the surveillance landscape and, indeed, created the possibility of a society where the many can observe the few. In such a society, “literally hundreds of millions of people at the same time” are encouraged “with great force to see and admire the few” (1997: 215, emphasis added). Synoptic viewing is a form of power in which the spectacle of the powerful and their strategically selected activities have proliferated throughout the 20th century and into the 21st.  An important strand of synopticism, therefore, is the promotion of the values, ways and means of powerful elites and then nestled into popular cultural practice.    
In Mathiesen’s terms this is not a transparent infrastructure of viewing.  The purpose of synopticism was a shared experience of certain social events, or the contemplation ‘celebrated’ or ‘problematic’ individuals. Either way, the synoptic is a means for the propagation of norms and values commensurate with dominant social relations (Bauman, 2000).  Such communicative power is emblematic of modern, rationalist and bureaucratic forms of power developed in modern urbanism, intensified industrialization and population growth. Synoptic power, therefore, implies a kind of modern viewing that attempts “a general understanding of the world” where the “personal and the individual, the deviant, the shuddering, the titillating” is emphasized (Mathiesen, 1997: 230). 

The cultural embodiment of synoptic viewing spearheads a process in which events, people and institutional process are taken out of a broader socio-political context ‘where the answers to the [most] basic questions are taken for granted’ or not even asked (Mathiesen, 1997: 230). The viewer society stresses individual responsibility regarding ‘success’ and ‘failure’ are emphasized inaugurated via new spaces of spectacle along with more mundane viewing, all acting as sources of ‘soul’ or ‘consciousness training’. As already stated synoptic power does not represent transparent, unlimited forms of viewing. There always exist spaces that “try to keep synopticism at arms length” (Mathiesen, 1997: 231), such as aspects of state practices in times of war, financial accounting and relationships with corporate power or other nation states. Consequently, the partiality of synoptic viewing offers a kind of social ‘understanding’ though ‘exposure’ to specified events that at the same time creates “a spiral of silence” in relation to what is not seen and not foretold (Mathiesen, 2004: 103). 

Earlier sociology failed to problematize the state in these developments and the idea of the state in developing synoptic communication through licensing, regulation and more recently in the form of the public relations state (Deacon and Golding, 1994). As explored in this paper, the entrepreneurialization of the state and the rise of locally embedded neo-liberal projects have intensified a kind of state that resources and strategizes its own viewing. This is exemplified later in terms of the attempts to animate state practice and those ‘worthy’ individuals and spaces deemed important for local ‘growth’. This means that “that states are not just simply functional bureaucratic apparatuses, but powerful sites of symbolic and cultural production that are themselves always culturally represented and understood in particular ways” (Ferguson and Gupta, 2002: 981).  

In this sense, this paper understands the state as an “educator” of citizen consent for its own legitimacy and is therefore an “ethical” or “cultural state” (Gramsci, 1971: 259). Taking a Gramscian position, synoptic power may indeed act “on essentially economic forces”, but the overall trend is one that attempts to “create a new type or level of civilisation” for the furtherance of the dominance of economic and political power (p.247).  

The ability of citizens to ‘see’ or comprehend states independently from state synoptic platforms is, arguably, becoming more difficult given the fragmentary, experimental and increasingly private nature of the neoliberal state (Coleman, 2004). Neoliberal urbanization and its experiments in statecraft, spatial utility and cultural education has instigation novel zones of contact between state and citizen. Such zones often take the form of media platforms and synoptic viewing technologies applied to the task of branding and marketing ‘place’. To promote legibility among the citizenry regarding this state form, and in an attempt to foster alluring authority in it, a range of urban narratives, images and imaginaries are generated to audiences. Indeed, this neoliberal state form has been broadly understood as governing through a politics of vision and persuasion (Coleman, 2004), and through regimes of representation (Short and Kim, 1999) aimed at “capital and people of the ‘right sort”’ (Harvey, 1990: 295). Increased inter-urban competition and the development of markets for fixed capital investment and circulating capital in the form of tourism, conferencing facilities, spectacular events and architectures, and patented consumption have all been hallmarks of neoliberal state practice. At the same time, they also attempt to persuade local publics of the magnanimity entrepreneurialism in local politics and infrastructures. In other words, local states have developed messaging systems, image campaigns and media platforms for the purposes of authorizing and cheerleading governmental projects. As entrepreneurial cultures sediment into institutional practice they mark the ongoing ascendency of business values into local state practice (the upsurge in Business Improvement Districts in the UK, for example) and orchestrate a re-invention of ‘places’ (for example, as ‘business-friendly’ cities, ‘desirable’ destinations and places of niche consumption). ‘Place wars’ are part of the entrepreneurial combative process for the attraction of resources and investment, reflected in processes of marketing, advertising, and re-branding. The proliferation of zones of contact, in which synoptic power has come to the fore, has, in this context, played a role in re-shaping urban identities at local, national, international levels. In this sense, local states have invested time and resources into a cultural apparatus for the education of the wider population into the habits and sentiments of entrepreneurial citizenship and its prescribed modes of living.     

What the discussion has attempted thus far is a contextualization of synoptic power within contemporary processes of statecraft and urban development – something lacking in the literature up until now. it is the materialization of synoptic power that the paper draws attention to: the messaging and meaning contained within. It not therefore concerned with whether this works or not in terms of successfully creating an urban subjectivity.  This paper now turns to some examples of these processes in a case study of synoptic power and the viewer state in the city of Liverpool in the UK: a city, like others, with avowed ‘global aspirations’, and in which the state form, along with the materiality of political and economic power, is being restructured, reimagined and rescaled. Whilst some of the general tendencies in this form of government have been discussed above, it is now time to turn attention to a local case study. Like my previous work on surveillance in Liverpool UK this paper utilized a case study to avoid a view of synopticism as seamless within and between locations. At the same time, the next section will also discuss common themes to emerge within synoptic practices. These include the de-politicisation of space, the animation of strategic spaces, aspects of statecraft and the valorization of business. 

Synoptic Power in Liverpool: The Animation of State, ‘Place’ and Space

i.	Pacification, Playfulness in the Sensual City    

“It’s Liverpool is the city’s place/host brand. It brings together partners in the city to celebrate the city’s economic and creative resurgence through storytelling with personality and passion” (It’s Liverpool Magazine, 2012: 2)
Neoliberal urbanism has placed great emphasis on projecting ‘playfulness’ and ‘spontaneity’ and has marshalled a range of media to this end (Christopherson, 1994; Krajina, 2014). Unlike other work in this area, this this paper wants to situate this as a part of contemporary urban statecraft. “It’s Liverpool” is one of many free magazines funded by local state networks which are explicit about this strategy towards positively emotionalizing ‘place’. Moreover, in hailing a new civic culture and relationship between local people to ‘their’ city, iconic objects (including buildings, art and cultural performance) have become an important avenue for generating synoptic tactile zones of contact through local state projects.  In Liverpool, this was exemplified by the city council loaning a 17 ft sculpture (half-lamb, half-banana, see fig.1 for an example) for public display in 1998, in order ‘to showcase the creativity of Liverpool - its people, its places, its heritage, regeneration, and world renowned arts scene’ (http://www.gosuperlambananas.co.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.gosuperlambananas.co.uk​/​​)).  Initially derided by local communities, the local press and some business leaders for its ‘meaninglessness’ the following years saw Increasing sponsorship and adoption by the local press, businesses and local schools. Some in the arts scene and corporate sector saw the sculpture as vehicle to re-brand the city and promote “community participation” and the city’s “sense of humour ...famous around the world” (http://www.liverpool.com/news/superlambanana-cavalcade-will-raise-the-baa-for-capital-of-culture-events.html (​http:​/​​/​www.liverpool.com​/​news​/​superlambanana-cavalcade-will-raise-the-baa-for-capital-of-culture-events.html​)). Its duplication into 6ft statues in 125 sites around the city and adornment in various costumes (policeman, football fan and construction-worker Superlambanana are but three), pointed to the sculptures arrival as an emblematic status symbolic of the city’s economic and political ‘renaissance’. Competitions were drawn to allow local populations and agencies to design their own garb for the publically ubiquitous sculpture. Duplicates began to spring up in other cities both nationally and around the world, as part of trade conferences, business and tourist advertising. By 2008, Superlambanana had become an icon of Liverpool’s ‘distinctiveness’ (a key metaphor of entrepreneurial discourse – Harvey, 1990), providing a symbol of public unity and a space denoting public participation. This took place alongside a proliferation of marketing slogans engineered for Liverpool – “The World in One City”, “Liverpool: it’s Our Time, It’s Our Place”, “Liverpool: A Safe Place to do Business”, “Not Just Another Place” being examples (see Fig.2). Throughout 2008, there was public, press and business outcry over the sculpture’s proposed withdrawal by the artist. This prompted hundreds of letters ‘to the editor’ of both local newspapers and in the business and press inspired campaigns to ‘save’ the now prized object. For the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, the sculpture was ‘obviously something which has become associated with Liverpool and is part of the city’s new, modern tourism look. It has become part and parcel of Liverpool’s infrastructure’ (Daily Post, 18 February, 2008). By March 2010 the sculpture had been “saved” to act as an “ambassador” for the city, both locally and abroad. As the Council Leader stated: “These Superlambs will put a huge smile on everyone who sees them. They have been inspired by designs by the people of Liverpool [and] will serve as a vivid reminder of how they contributed to catapulting the city back on to the global stage so successfully” (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/merseyside/8567075.stm (​http:​/​​/​news.bbc.co.uk​/​1​/​hi​/​england​/​merseyside​/​8567075.stm​)). 
    
We can think of this arbitrary sculpture and its proliferation throughout the city and wider world as emblematic of cultivated contact zones between state, citizenry and visitors. This object also became the means of projecting ‘vibrancy’ and ‘fun’ to a wider business audience. We may infer that such a projection coheres with a deliberately sponsored image of business-friendliness and a politics of local deregulation, opening ever more expansive opportunities for the entrepreneur (Tombs, 2015). The sculptures intention for public audiences was as a somatosensuous object, representing the city as a playful, innocent space, where visceral forms of participation and allegiance are cultivated through permitted displays of interactivity of an affective type.  Its longevity as a semiotic form does not lie in the sculpture itself but in the resonance and connectivity conferred upon it and as engendered through the materiality of order sustaining it. It forms a space upon which certain kinds of social relations can be re-imagined and (re)made but this is only so because the surrounding extra-semiotic conditions have secured its “effectivity” (Jessop, 2008: 238-9) or affectivity. For those in the local state it is assumed that the Superlambanana has assumed a political and economic potency in attracting local and outside visitors, and as a form of corporate branding – all uniting to construct a playful sense of ‘public’ engagement and a ‘light-hearted’ public space. Its story is emblematic of a politics of vision whereby iconic representation aids a vision of space as pacified, a-political, and shorn of social divisions and conflict. Synoptic objects such as the Superlambanana have ignited the desire in other locations where urban elites have sought to copy Liverpool’s ‘success’, such as found in the ‘Berlin Bears’ or the ‘Wolverhampton Wolves’.        
 











Fig 1: A decorated Superlambanana at the Museum of Liverpool (source author) . 



 Fig 2: Below: “It’s our time, it’s our place” is an example of Urban Sloganeering (Source Author).  



Fig 4: The use of social media to promote local pride and emotional engagement with the ‘place’ of Liverpool through platforms such as Facebook (Source author).



ii. Synoptic Power and Privatizing the City 

Corporations have long been experts in the gatekeeping of their own viewing (Tombs, 2015) and, like state agencies, are no strangers to public relations management (Miliband, 2009). Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) testify to an intensification in these processes through rescaling corporate involvement in statecraft and practices of state power. Their involvement in projecting ‘the place brand’ and developing urban imagery conversant with business interests was noted in my earlier work (Coleman, 2004).  Over a decade later though these processes have extended and developed significantly in relation to what I am calling state animation projects. In the UK, BIDs were legislated into existence under the Local Government Act (2003) followed by government guidance in the BID Regulations (2004). In these documents it was recognised that businesses had legitimate concerns relating to the ‘red-tape’ of local democratic government which it was alleged had restricted investment strategies, marketing issues and street maintenance (cleansing/policing). There are over 70 BIDs in the UK, funded by raising local levies through Business Rates. BIDs have developed and remade previously established networks of local political power exemplified in ‘partnership’ arrangements between fractions of local capital and locally elected Chambers of Commerce. BIDs have consolidated business lobbying power and reworked public / private policing arrangements (to tackle issues such policing the homeless and street trading). They have also reconfigured meanings attached to ‘public space’ and the ‘public’ more firmly under the sign of ‘consumption’ (Ward, 2006; Coleman, 2005). As such, BIDs can be situated within the policy experiments pertaining to current urban state rescaling and in developing politico-ideological projects (Brenner and Theodore, 2002). 

Liverpool’s BID states that BIDS can be ‘established where businesses want them’ (2004: 17). The document identifies a self-proclaimed “culture of cleanliness” with a keen focus on image management in which “focused, dedicated investment ... makes the city centre a brighter, safer, cleaner and more animated place to work, shop and visit” (Liverpool BID, 2008: 30). Animation projects are scoped to “create a sense of place” (ibid: 23) and include sponsoring and licensing art works, street theatre and music, as well as funding and maintaining water fountains, shrubbery and dramatic spot-lighting to illuminate key buildings. This has formed part of the BID “branding strategy” to increase “footfall” by promotional campaigning involving local media to establish the city on “the world class retail destination map” (ibid: 12). Theming and the realisation of profit has a major place in the Liverpool BID. It speaks to a perceived importance in cultivating imagination, fantasy and heightened bodily sensations through communication channels that bring together business activity with “international performers and exhibitors”, seen as key to creating “Gold Standard Hospitality Zones” (ibid: 22). The choreographing of urban synoptic sites is becoming strategic across state spaces and a chief means through which the urban inhabitant is invited to ‘contemplate’ his or her surroundings.        

Animation is aligned with the privatisation of public space in which urban managers have been concerned to learn from “magic of the mall” in order to “manufacture the illusion that something else other than mere shopping is going on” (Goss, 1993: 19).  In Liverpool city centre, now branded “Liverpool One” (L1) by its developer The Grosvenor Group, the marketing director pointed to the “New Rules” associated with this 42-acre space as expressing a ‘confident and multifaceted’ city:

“Six core rules will be launched … They are: Make new rules, Involve everyone, Love the city, Think big, Create more, and Be best. The rules, however, are fluid and have the ability to change and evolve as the development progresses” (Spokesperson for Grosvenor, cited in Coleman, 2009: 70)

These ‘Rules’ appear as part of imagery found on TV screens, chairs, banners and transportation (taxis and buses) reminding observers of the new city vision (see Fig. 3). The Rules are playful and are aimed at cultivating a passion for a desired urban mode of living. They fabricate an ideal citizen in that this “is no ordinary regeneration story” because Liverpool people “possess so much passion, so much pride, and such a desire to shop” (ibid). On the one hand, conspicuous consumption is celebrated and, on the other, it is dissipated through signage (see below) and landscaping that suggests something other than shopping is practiced in the city. In other words, there is the hint that cities are more than shopping centres.  

‘L1’ is Europe’s biggest city centre development costing over £1 billion. The space was acquired from the City Council when the leasehold was given at no cost to the private developer for a 250-year period. To establish Liverpool as a “premier European city” the form of corporate aggrandisement at work here is not only geared to maximise external investment but confers responsibility for the new city centre to organised capital to be privately policed with quartermasters and 400 surveillance cameras. The privatisation of 35 city centre streets with no public right of way points to the consolidation of propertied rights in urban politics along with power to construct and ideologically represent such spaces.



Fig. 3: Typical signage found in Liverpool One (source author)

The New Rules for this space can be situated as part of the broader politics of marketing and viewing at work in the city, all sharing a common vernacular and sense of purpose in redrawing notions of the ‘public’ through spectacular performance excesses (L1 has its own soundstage and fashion catwalk). Synoptic power in this space coheres with a broader rebranding of urban identity which, as I noted in an earlier work, has resonances with the cultural, political and economic histories of particular places whose peculiar characteristics become the object of state education:

“[Image] campaigns are aimed inwardly to address Liverpool people and their relationship to the city. We are saying … ‘you are not just poor or self-pitying’. We have to get across the fact that Liverpool people are not all scallies [trouble-makers], they have flash, well dressed young people who drink cappuccinos” (Regeneration Manager in Coleman, 2004: 146-147)


iii. The City on Screen 

As part of its re-animation of place, Liverpool has developed the use of public TV screens. Liverpool’s giant screen was launched in 2005 (part sponsored by the BBC, local council and local businesses) with the official aim of “providing a focal point for people in the city to gather and watch major events”, as well as advertise local business wares, and officially sponsored proceedings and other city “attractions” (Council Leader, Liverpool Echo, 18 June 2004 – Fig: 4 below). The public screen provides an example whereby the distinction between domestic and public TV watching is collapsing, promulgating the medium’s power of seductive marketing, pacification and acquiescence (Mathiesen, 2004). Beyond this, the reliance on synoptic viewing further fantasises city space as an extension of the home environment where the ‘tele’ usurps politics and unscripted interaction on the street, encouraging something more akin with Wirth’s “passive spectatorism”.  Such developments in state sponsored watching reflect other moves in the by-passing of local and nominally independent media. In Liverpool, all citizens receive a monthly glossy newspaper/magazine entitled “City: The Magazine for Liverpool”, sponsored by local partnerships as an element in the “Liverpool Direct” initiative run by the city council.



Fig. 4: The Giant Screen in Liverpool (source author)


This synoptic platform promotes a ‘human interest’ narrative in which stories and pictures of ‘ordinary’ local people (positively promoting ‘creative’, ‘healthier’, ‘crime-free’ communities) mix with portrayals of the local ‘great and good’, as well as news of up-coming celebrity events. The magazine professes to offer nothing other than a loud celebration for ‘all things’ Liverpool and in doing this reflects a dissatisfaction among many opinion makers within the local state with ‘negative’ local press reporting of the city at a time when ‘positive’ image management was thought to be crucial to the city’s regeneration strategy (Coleman, 2004).  

Part of Mathiesen’s original thesis suggests that synopticism often (though not always) affords glowing and favourable coverage of powerful figures whose worth to a locality is rarely questioned. Those engaged in neoliberal urbanism are often presented in local media as high status, high-salaried “city slickers” who articulate the means and meaning of state leadership and local democracy (Coleman, 2004). Such place entrepreneurs have forged the promotional strategies of local state projects, positing a series of taken-for-granted assumptions as to the proper objects of state power and procedures for entrepreneurial styles for urban governance. Part of their success has been their appeal to affluent, professional and white-collar sectors whilst marginalising ‘older’ (and less ‘relevant’) constituencies within the poorer blue-collar sectors.  

Each household in Liverpool receives a free copy of The City magazine published by the city council and its private partners. The publication exemplifies the Gramscian idea of the ethical-cultural work of the state. The magazine includes sonorous ovations to the powerful, but also produces silences (as Mathiesen’s original idea of synoptic power suggests) in the arena of entrepreneurial city building. Issues such as poverty, low pay, and dilapidated housing do not figure in state sponsored synopticism. Instead, poorer spaces are reframed as problems of individual failing and poor image management. For example, The City features news about Liverpool Respect Weeks where so-called ‘grot-spots’, and the people that live in them, are encouraged to engage in a range of “added value” initiatives that attempt to responsibilize residents in, for example, taking-up employment opportunities, abstention from littering, displaying car tax discs, and youth dispersal (for example, City: The Magazine for Liverpool, July 2009: 31).       

Discussion and Conclusion 

This paper has drawn attention to the cultural machinery and synoptic infrastructure of the contemporary urban state. The synoptic viewing explored here reflects an imagined cityscape from the viewpoint of elite orchestrators of urban management and growth in the 21st century. Such imaginings are conversant with neoliberal city building and its preferred – though not necessarily actualized - forms of urban consciousness. This paper has implied that synoptic power and the urban viewing apparatus is a specific kind of communicative infrastructure organized and planned like other urban infrastructures. And like other infrastructure (roads, electricity and sanitation) the synoptic is intertwined with broader process of developments in statecraft in urban governance. It has been important to situate synoptic power within a critical understanding of the state in capitalist urbanism.   

In tracing these lines of thought, a number of themes emerge to be explored more in future research. First, more work can be envisaged on how synoptic power is reworking the politics of urban identity as in relation to particular audiences - inwardly at local people and outwardly at visitors, business investors and political decision makers. Second, synoptic power attempts to construct ‘quality of life’ narratives that include local indexes of crime, health and leisure, heritage and local labour relations. According to Short (2006: 121), there exist continuities between advanced capitalist cities in how urban representation is forged, each drawing upon a common vernacular and semiotic form towards a projection of ‘vibrancy’, cosmopolitanism, ‘world-class’ spaces, niche cultural performances, crisis-free urban scapes and luminous business climates. This paper has identified local examples of these processes in synoptic representations in Liverpool. 

Third, as Mathiesen argued synopticism keeps panopticism at arm’s length. What he meant by this is how powerful elites have maintained, to varying degrees, the ability to remain unseen or, at the very least, have been able to manage how they are seen and what is seen by the wider public (Coleman and McCahill, 2011). This has implications in that powerful individuals and organisations are better placed to neutralize accusations and labels of ‘wrongdoing’, ‘criminality’ or ‘deviance’ (Tombs, 2015) in part because of routine access to and proximity to synoptic media. In the urban context we have seen how entrepreneurial states and their synoptic messaging reinforce representations that say little “about the city as a place for democratic participation” or “as a place of social justice” (Short and Kim (1999: 107).  Furthermore, nor do they convey much about poor and marginalized communities beyond largely negative scripting and portrayal, as hindrances to entrepreneurialism. The civic boosterism contained in synoptic messaging discussed here sit uneasily alongside the fact that Liverpool is one of the poorest regions in the UK, with over a quarter of its people on state benefits accompanied by the fact that Liverpool has continently been placed at the top of poverty league tables over the last 30 years (Getting By In Liverpool: Report, 2015). Such issues and their visibility conflict with the entrepreneurial message and need to be managed, and this is recognized within the circles of synoptic power. In Liverpool, for example, an official report into the impact of the city’s Capital of Culture in 2008 and its “legacy”, stresses the need to garner positive media messages (particularly in the south of the United Kingdom) that deploy terms such as “culture” and “participation”. It also suggested ways to discourage media coverage of what it calls “social issues” in the city, which are construed as ‘negative’ representations of place associated with poverty, street crime and unemployment rates (Garcia, Melville and Cox, 2011: 38-50). The report also states that social media are an important site for official narratives and imagery to gain currency and legitimacy among “ordinary people” – “particularly as [social media] allow local communities to appropriate the narrative [the entrepreneurial and celebratory narrative] and become ‘citizen journalists’, thus sharing their own experiences with the wider world” (ibid: 2011: 41). 


Fourth, the paper supports Mathiesen’s earlier assertion that a key aspect of synoptic governance will be that the messages and meanings generated through synoptic state practice highlights “a problem of democracy” as “enlarged by the dominance of the institutional elites” (Mathiesen, 1996: 227). It also supports Mill’s and Wirth’s separate assertions that mechanical vivification are no substitute for democratic participation beyond “cheap thrills” or garrulous and shallow communiques.  Such a danger is potentially reinforced by David Lyon’s (2006) argument that we are increasingly enamoured in scopophilic societies in which the “love of looking” trumps understanding or deeper investigation into the nature of (local) social relations. This means that not only are citizens more reliant on information-as-entertainment (as put forward by Mills) but, at the same time, citizens, it is assumed, are increasingly voyeuristic in the process. This clearly needs further investigation.   

Finally, this paper has sought to raise issues relevant to the nature and direction of statecraft, urban governance and synoptic mechanization.  For Gramsci, the cultural and civilizational aspects of state tutelage spoke to the ability of state actors and agencies to harness and cultivate the common passions and lines of loyalty for the continuance of particular forms of hegemony in cultural and economic life. What Gramsci was less attuned to was how the proliferation of synoptic contact zones and their sensuous fabrications are increasingly ‘postemotional’ (Mestrovic, 2015). This is not the quietening of emotion but its rationalization and orchestration by state and corporate forces whose interests lie in promoting a strategy of urban growth. The fabrication of emotional spaces, passion for ‘place’ and the strategized silencing of aspects of urban life and experience, form part of state synoptic power that permeates “through a multitude of interventions in public life” and these maintain “the spectacular productions of ritual, media and violence” (Linke, 2006: 218). 

The arguments presented here have not meant to suggest that the process of synoptic imagineering have replaced the continuance of coercive zones of contact where, for example, disproportionate police stop and search continues to target black and working class youth not only in Liverpool, with the differential gaze of urban CCTV (Coleman and McChill 2011). The violence enacted upon the homeless continue in terms of withdrawal of service provision and the use of law and policing as tools of physical removal. Mathiesen’s original formulation stated that synopticism reinforces concessive state (panoptic) surveillance and punishment – at least it does for the powerless and dispossessed in urban society. In this sense, it would be interesting to explore further how urban synoptic messaging as discussed here frames a “symbolically pure environment” and forms “strong classifications” which confer “a consciousness of boundaries and spatial order” (Sibley, 1996: 78-80). To what extent does this have the effect of contriving space, ‘place’ and statehood, freeing them in imaginary terms, from the contamination of dirt and disorder? Urban synoptic power p[resents the viewer with visually pleasing space, and implies spaces of abjection – that which is cast-off and silenced to realms beyond the confines of ‘proper’ urban participation. This may indeed reinforce anxieties and hostility towards the presence of the poor, the vulnerable and, in Mathiesen’s terms, reinforce panoptic targeting, negative categorization and violence at vulnerable groups. 

How synoptic messages are received and acted upon are questions for further research. Indeed, urban spaces are saturated with pre and post-digital media and not all of it in the service of local state power as understood in this paper. For example, there are social movements evident around Occupy and Keep Streets Live that posit emotional and political energies that actively resists and challenge the synoptic messaging and what they see as the contriving and ‘deadening’ trajectory currently governing urban space (see: http://keepstreetslive.com/ (​http:​/​​/​keepstreetslive.com​/​​)).  This paper has drawn attention to an intensification of the forms, locations and technologies of synoptic power as an as a component of urban statecraft. It has not assumed that synoptic messaging ‘works’ in terms of neatly creating a new urban consciousness for the many members in its intended audience. The preceding discussion, however, has wanted to convey critical commentary on these processes and the potential for mystifying space, ‘place’ and state practices via the synoptic rendering of an entrepreneurial vernacular and imaginary. This may well cohere with what Cindy Katz (2001) referred to as the process of “hiding” the unjust and divisive consequences of neoliberal city building within urban infrastructure. The extent to which synoptic power as a component of neoliberal governance contributes to a climate of indifference and antagonism in relation to those who cannot or will not enact ‘responsible’ lives presents an ongoing question for researchers. 

In raising questions about urban synoptics, it is acknowledged that mass viewing predates urban entrepreneurialism as reflected in the concerns of Mills and others who spoke of mechanical vivification as an aspect of 20th century capitalist growth. Mathiesen provoked a debate about synoptic power which he referred to as the attempt to generate a commonality of experience and perception in relation to specific events and people. For him such commonality engendered a wider citizen tutelage that worked to pass judgement upon who is ‘worthy’, who should be punished and who should be lauded. It has been indicated here that this form of synoptic power possesses emotional and emotive dynamics. Within synoptic imaginaries ‘rights’ to the city are conferred, but not in a legal sense. These rights are related to the cultural expression of spontaneous affective energies in related to habitation and belonging. Lefebvre (1996) articulated rights to the city in relation to his idealistic view of the urban as a space for unscripted encounter. Such urban spontaneity, and the free-play of differences, was to make possible the prospect of collective political action. Most crucially, the right to the city is a post-legal demand that stretches beyond mere inclusion within the synoptic message. These concerns regarding the early and ‘late’ capitalist city play a part in raising questions for the role and meaning of spontaneity in collective emotion and political action, reinforcing not only Wirth’s ‘passive spectatorism’ but also Lefebvre’s broad notion of rights.  
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